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0. Introduction
In [5,6,7] Drozd showed

that the class of finitedimensional algebras over an

arbitrary algebraically closed fieldsplitsinto two
tion‑tame algebras whose indecomposable
may

be parametrized

disjoint subclasses: representa‑

modules of arbitrary fixed finitedimension

by several discrete and several continuous parameters

representation‑wild algebras for which

the classificationof indecomposable

dimensional modules includes the classicalunsolved problem

on the canonical form

of pairs of matrices with respect to the simultaneous conjugacy.
of view it would

be interesting to have

algebra is representation‑tame.

In many

methods

and
finite

determining

From
whether

this point
a given

cases the covering techniques, introduced

by Bongartz‑Gabriel [3],Gabriel [8],Green [10] and Riedtmann

[14] for the research

of representation‑finitealgebras and developed recently by the authors [4] for the
investigation of arbitrary algebras, reduce the classificationproblem
posables to the corresponding
dimensional

problem for locallybounded

algebras without

of indecom‑

categories, being infinite

unity. Since the supports of finitedimensional re‑

presentations of locally bounded

categories form

natural to ask about a connection between

their finite subcategories it is

the representation types of these cate‑

gories.
In this paper we show

that a locally bounded

category is representation‑tame

if and only if any its finitefull subcategory is representation‑tame.
any locally bounded
Moreover

category is either representation‑tame

different equivalent definitionsof representation‑tamness

here. These

results have found some

Throughout

the paper K

are presented

will denote

categories.

a fixed algebraically closed field. We

basic definitionsof [3]: A K‑category R is a category whose morphism

sets R(x, y) are endowed
Received

particular

applicationsin [4,15].

1. The representation type of locally bounded

recall some

In

or representation‑wild.

September

with i￡‑vectorspace structures such that the composition
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is i￡‑bilinear.A locally bounded

category is a i￡‑category R

satisfying

the following conditions:
(a)

For each xqR,

the endomorphism

algebra R(x,x) is local.

(b)

Distinct objects of R are not isomorphic.

(c)

For each object x of R, ￡ [R(x, y): K] < oo and T>[R(y,x):K]<cv.
VSR
2/￡K
In the sequel R denotes a fixed connected locally bounded category over K.
module

is a if‑linear contravariant functor from

the category of if‑vector spaces.
M

R to Mod

For any i?‑module M

the support of M, that is, the full subcategory

such that M(x)=￡0. The
= (M(x):K)xeB>
We

R

by

supp

by all objects x

is the family

dim M

is finiteif the dimension dimM=

of Mod

R formed

finitedimensional indecomposable
R

we will denote by ind^ R

M

with dim M=

by all finitedimensional i?‑modules (resp.

i?‑modules). For a finitedimension‑vector d in

the full subcategory of ind R formed

d. In the paper we

triple(A, B, Q) over

algebra A, a full subcategory B

by all modules

will use the analogous notation Mod

for a finitelygenerated if‑algebra A and n&N={l,

A parametrizing

R‑
K is

2 [M(x):K] is finite.
xeR
the category of all i?‑modules and by mod R (resp. ind R)

the full subcategory

A, ind A, ind≪ A

formed

An

Mod

we shall denote

of R

dimension‑vector of an i?‑module M

and dimM

denote by Mod

K, where

R

consists of a

A, mod

2,3, ‑･･}.

finitely generated

of mod A and an ,A‑i?‑bimodule Q.

K‑

The restriction

to B is called the

‑<S)Q＼b'.B―>ModR
of the functor
(x)Q:mod.A―>ModR
A
A
parametrizing functor associated with (A, B, Q). Moreover,

a full subcategory

of mod

triples(Ai, Bt, Qi), isI,

R

is parametrized

provided every module
from

Bi.

A

M

by

a family of parametrizing

from D is of the form

functor F:C―

D

for some

isI and Xi

is called strict(see [7, p.244]) if F(X)^F(Y)

implies ̲X"= Y for any objects X and
of i?, we

M=Xi<S)Qi

D

F from C.

Finally, for a full subcategory C

will denote by C the full subcategory of R

that R(x,y)i=0 or R(y,x)i=0 for some

y from

C

formed

by all objects x such

(see [4]). Observe

that if C

is

finitethen C is so.
Following Drozd [5,6,7] a locally bounded

category R is called representation‑

wild if there exists a strict functor F: mod K(x, y} ―
the free associative i^‑algebra in two

mod R, where

non‑commuting

K(x, y} is

variables, satisfying the

following condition:
(1)

F=

― 0 Q, where Q is a iT<x, ?/>‑i?‑bimodulebeing a finitelygenerated
J5T<x,2/>
free left K(x, #>‑module. From
the Drozd's proof of [6, Theorem
1] it follows
that a finite locally bounded

./^‑category R is representation‑wild if and only if

there exists a strict functor F: mod K(x, y} ―> mod R
following stronger condition
(2) F preserves indecomposables.

satisfying (1) and

the

On the representation type of locally bounded
Further, R is called representation‑tame if for any
the category ind^ R is parametrized by
(Au Bh Qi), i = l, ･ ･ ■,
n d, such that A

categories

finite dimension‑vector

a finite family

and Bi='mdi K[T]

of all simple right i￡"[7"]‑modules.By a rational algebra we
K[T]h

of K[T]

The

with respect to powers

dimension‑vector
(i)

1.

Let R

in R.

indrf R is parametrized

z= l, ■･･,n<i,where
finitely generated
(ii)

all Ai

Ai‑modules

and

free left Ai‑modules

■■■,td, such

and

and

the localization

to be representa‑

let d

be

a

finite

hold:

of parametrizing

algebras

K[T]

in

one

triples{Ai, Bi, Qi),
variable,

Qi

are

2?j= indi A%.

by a finite family

that Ai are rational algebras

of parametrizing
K[T]hi,

triples (At, Bi, Qi),

Qi are finitely generated

left

Bi = indAi.

(iii) indd R is parametrized
i=l,

equivalences

polynomial

ind<i R is parametrized

i = l, ･･･,Ud, such

K‑category

by a finite family

are

are the categories

of a polynomial h in K[T],

be a locally bounded

The following

triples

in one variable,

mean

following proposition gives equivalent conditions for R

Proposition

d in R

of parametrizing

are polynomial algebras K[T]

Qi are finitelygenerated free left A‑modules
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by a finite family

that Ai=K[T]hi,

of parametrizing

Qi are finitely generated

triples (At, Bi, Qi),

free left Ai‑modules

and

Bi=m&Ai.
(iv)

indd R is parametrized

i = l, ･■‑,rd, such

by a finite family

that Ai=K[T]hi,

of parametrizing

Q% are finitely generated

triples (At, Bi, Qi),

free left Ai‑modules

and

Bi = 'xn.dnAi.
(v)

indrf R is parametrized

i = l, ‑―fSd, such
modules,

that Ai―K

Bi = 'mdiAi,

and

by a finite family
or Ai=K[T]hi,

the parametrizing

Qi

of parametrizing

triples (Ai, Bi, Qi),

are finitely generated

functors

Fi'.Bi―>･

mod

free left Ai‑
R

associated

to (Ai. Bi..Qi) Preserve indecombosables.

For the proof of this proposition we need some lemmas.
Lemma

1. Let A

an A‑A‑bimodule

Pm

of ―<S)Pm '■
m od A ―
A
Proof.
module

be a rational algebra K[T]h
being a free left A‑module
mod A

and let meN.

of rank

Then there exists

m such that the restriction

to indi A is a strictdense functor indi A ―

Let Pm

indTOA.

be the free left ^4‑module (AA)m endowed with the right A‑
structure such that the multiplicationby T is given by the right multipli‑

cation bv the following m

x m‑matrix

Poitr Dowbor
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/T
1

0

N

T
1

I
0

■i t)
It is not hard
we

to see that Aj(p)(g)Pm=AI(pm)
A

are done.

Lemma

2. Let

A

for any

be a rational algebra K[T]h

being a finitelygenerated left A‑module.

Then

prime

element

a module

R‑modules

of the form

Y(x)Qf for some
A

Proof.

subbimodule

of AQ

is an i?‑submodule

of Q. Indeed, t(Q)=@t{Q{x))
R
Q(x) is a homomorphism
X

R, Q(X): Q(y) ―

is contained in t(Q(x)). Put Q'=Qlt(Q).

Hence

nonisomorphic

t(Q) of AQ

consisting of all A‑

of QR, and consequently is an A‑R‑

and for any morphisra
of left A‑modules
Then

￡:x―>y

in

and then Q(X)(t(Q(y)))

AQ' is a finitelygenerated torsion‑

free left i^[rj/i.‑module,so it is a finitely generated
aQ=aKQ)@aQ'‑

Q'

ind.A, which are not isomorphic to

First observe that the A‑submodule

torsion elements

and

and the following condition holds:

X(x)Q, X
A

Fcind A

A

A‑R‑bimodule

for each finite dimension‑vector d in R there exists only finitely many
indecomposable

in

and let Q be an A‑R‑bimodule

there exists an

which is a finitelygenerated free left A‑module

p

for any indecomposable

free left ifjTVmodule

and

finitedimensional right A‑module

Y we have the following dimension formula dimF(x)Q = dimY(g)t(Q)+m{rx)xiR, where
A
A
Y=AI(pm)
for some prime element pzA, meN, and rx is the rank of the left free
A‑module

Q'(x), xzR.

is a direct summand
ps, meN,

Let pu ･■‑,p s be all prime elements of A such that A{(pp)
of At(Q) for some

mi N.

Then

for any Y=AI(bm),

Pi^t>u･ ■‑,

holds

F(g)￡(Q)=0 and we have an isomorphism
Y^Q^Y^Q'.
Now
let
A
A
A
d be a finite dimension‑vector
in R.
We
claim that there is onlv finitelv manv

right ^.‑modules of the form
Indeed, as a consequence
get the inequality dx=dim

X―Aj{pf), i = l, ･･･,s, meN,

of the above dimension
XRQ{x)^mrx

which

such that dimX<g>Q

formula, for any x&snppQfR,
gives a bound

for m.

= d.
we

The lemma

is proved.
Lemma

3. Let A be a rational algebra K[T]h

being a finitelygenerated free left A‑module.

Then

Q' being a finitelygenerated free left K[T]‑module
Y the R‑modules
Proof.

We

Y<g)Q and
A

YRQ'
KTT1

will use arguments

and let Q

be an

A‑R‑bimodule

there existsa K＼T

＼‑R‑bimodule

such that for any left A‑module

are isomorphic.
due

to Drozd [5, Remark

2, p.109]. Let Q"

On the representation type of locally bounded
be a if[T]‑submodule
by some
by

Q",

Then

of the torsion‑freeleftif[Tj‑module

choosen A‑basis of AQ‑
that

is, the

i?‑module

categories

AQ generated over K[T]

Denote by Q' the i?‑submodule
given

by

Q'(x)=

67

of Qr generated

Z
Z
Q{X){Q(Xy)Q"{y)),
V￡Rr￡R(.x,V)

xqR.

Q' is again a finitelygenerated left /￡"[T]‑module.Indeed, Q is a finitely

generated free left ^‑module,

so supp

K[T1Q' can be presented as a sum
m―

2]

[R(x,y):K].

Q is a finitelocally bounded

of m finitelygenerated left K"[T]‑modules

On the other hand, KiT1Q' is free as a submodule

torsion‑freei￡[T]‑module AQ‑

Consequently

are

a

KmQR
Finally the required isomorphisms

of

the

A‑i?‑bimodule

isomorphism

Q=ARQ'.
K[T1

Let r=(ro,r1)
category KF

consequence

where
of the

Q' is an if[7"]‑i?‑subbimodule of

being a finitelygenerated free left K[Tl‑module.
Y(x)Q^Y(x)Q'
A
KIT!

category and

be a locally finitequiver, I an

[9] and

C=KF＼I

the corresponding bounded

any finitedimension‑vector d=(dx)x￡r0in C we
of the affine space

￡

Mdyxdx{K),

where

(x―>j/)er:
matrices over K, formed by all tuples (^)xer,
■･･Xf^I(x,y),

the dvxdx‑matTix

quiver category.

For

denote by DG(d) the closed subset
MdyXdx(K)

is the set of all dyxdx‑

such that for any element

n
f^arXfr

IX^‑?‑ ･ ‑Iff is zero (see [2,12]). In this case

Dc(d) is called the variety of C‑modules
Let A=K{TU

twosided ideal in the quiver

of dimension‑vector d.

･･ ‑,Tn} be a finitelygenerated if‑algebra, considered as the cor‑

responding bounded

quiver algebra [9] of the quiver having one point and n loops.

Let Q be an A‑i?‑bimodule being a finitelygenerated free left A‑module

and

let

r=(rx)x R be the finitedimension‑vector in R such that rx is the rank of the free
left A‑module

Q(x). Then

of regular maps

the functor ―(x)Q:modA―>‑modi?
A
qn:DA(n)―>
DR{nr). Indeed, fix for any xqR

free left .A‑module Q(x). Then

for any arrow X: y ―

induces a family
an yl‑basis of the

x in the ordinary quiver

Q% of R (see [9]),Q(X) '■
Q (x) ―> Q(y) is the right multiplication by
(ffj)GMrxXry(A), where
efficientsi n A.
Y=(Kn,

Now

MrxXry{A) denotes the set of all rx x Tymatrices

with co‑

X),then for any arrow X : y ―> x in Q%

DA(n)―>

the matrix

DR{nr) given by the formula

of Q%, is a regular map.

Lemma

4. Let A

(F(x)Q)(J7):(Kn)r* ― (Kn)rv is
A
q^(X)= (ffi(Xu ･･･,!,)). Thus the map qn:

qn(Z)= (qnx(Z))xs(Q*)x,
where {Q%)i the set of

For ≫= lwe

will write q instead of q1.

be a finitelygenerated commutative K‑algebra without niipo‑

tents and let d=(dx)XGR be a finite dimension‑vector in R.
map

matrix

＼i
! = {XU ･■･,Xn)is an element of DA(n) defining an A‑module

the right multiplication by

arrows

the

g : DA(1) ―

free left A‑module

Ds.{d) there exists an A‑R‑bimodule
with ^=rank

Q(x), xeR,

Then

for any

regular

Q being a finitelygenerated

such that g is the map

q induced by Q.
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Hilbert's theorem

[11, Corollary 1.4] A

K＼DJX)＼ of regular functions on ‑0^(1). We

bimodule

as follows: for any xeR

we set Q{x)―{AA)d^ and, for any

―> x in Q% (the ordinary quiver of R), Q(X): Q{x) ―
cation by

the

is isomorphic

matrix (gfj)Mdxxdy(K[DA(l)

}),
where

to the

define the required A‑R‑
arrow

X'.y

Q(y) is the right multipli‑

gfj are given by g. Observe

that defined above representations of the quiver Q% are annihilated by

the ideal

defining R and hence Q is an A‑i?‑bimodule.

The fact that g is equal to the map

q induced

of the definitionsof Q and q.

We

by Q is an immediate

have the following consequence of the above lemma.

Corollary
and

consequence

g'.V―>

1. Let V be an afftne variety, d
Dn(d) a regular map.

Then

finitelygenerated free left A‑module
Arcn(l)

there exists an A‑R‑bimodule

with rank Q(x) = dx such that g is the map

5. Let A

be a rational algebra K[T]h

being a finitelygenerated free left A‑module.
classes of all indecomposable R‑modules

q:

and let Q be an A‑R‑bimodule

Assume

of the form

also that the set U

SRQ,

of iso‑

for Seined A, is infinite.

there exists an element h' in A such that the set of allisoclassesof R‑modulp.s

of the form
with

Q being a

*"DR(d) induced by Q.

Lemma

Then

a finite dimension‑vector in R

U.

Proof.

S'RQ'
A'

for some

S'eindi A', where

Denote by dx the rank

the variety of all dx X ^‑matrices
dimension‑vector

in R

A' = Ah,

of the free left A‑module

with coefficientsin K.

0*.

Then

and let Z be the subset of DR(d)x

pairs (M, V) such that F is an endomorphism
F2 = V and F^l^,

Qf = A'(g)Q,
A

and

Let p: DR(d)x

Q(x) and by Mdx

d=(dx)xeB is a finite

＼＼
M dx

consisting of all

of the i?‑module M

U Mdx ―

coincides

with properties

DR(d) be the canonical projection.

Since Z is locally closed in Zariski topology, by Chevalley

theorem

[11, Chap. II,

p.94, 3.18,3.19]the subset p(Z) of DR(d), consisting of all decomposable i?‑modules
with dimension‑vector d, is constructible. Let V(h) be the set of zeros of h, (Kl)h
=K1＼V(h),

and

f:(Kx)h―>DR(d)

identify DA(l) with (Kl)h.
{Kl)h＼f
fl

the regular

Since f

map

induced

by

Q, where

we

＼p(Z))is constructible and by our assumption

KP(Z)) is infinite,the set f

＼p{Z)) is finite. Hence

the polynomial h' =

(T―t) satisfiesthe required property.

Remark
generated

1. Let M

be a finitedimensional i?‑module and let A

iiT‑algebra. Then

the

free left ^.‑module and M=S(g)Q
A

A‑i?‑bimodule
for any SeindiA

Q=ARM

be a

finitely

is a finitelygenerated

On

Proof

of

the representation

Proposition

(ii)―>‑(iii). Assume

1.

generated
family

as left

such

functors

modules

Fi: ind K[T]

ind K[T],

―

Qt(x) and

1, inddR

associated
from

any

any

By

1 we

Qi are finitely

2 there

exists a finite

that all but a finite number
of one

of the parametrizing

parametrizing

can complete

triples (K[T],
this set of triples

triples satisfying (iii).

i, let nti be

denote

by

of parametrizing

r% the rank

natural

the family

then

number

triples

of the left free

that if Yi&mdniAi,

the

case.

At‑

dhnYi^>Qi

satisfying

exists or Wi = l in the opposite
by

of parametrizing

K[T]hi,

Lemma

i = l, ■･ ‑,td, be a finite family

1<￡<￡<*, xqR,

a number

is parametrized

by a finite family

to the

Remark
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(i)―≫‑(ii)is obvious,

rd<,nd, such

put ri = (ri)x￡R. Observe

niri = (mri)x￡R. For
―d if such

R

But

of parametrizing

satisfying (iii). For

m^

Bi ―'mdAi.

Qi, l<f<rd,

mod

categories

that A% are rational algebras
and

(iii)―>‑(iv). Let (Ai,Bi,Qi),

module

implication

of ind<*i? are in the image

Qi), i ―1, ･ ･･,rd.

to a finite family

of locally bounded

is parametrized

^‑modules

of JRT[T]‑i?‑bimodules

of nonisomorphic

The

that inddR

triples (Ai, Bu Qi), l<i<w<z,

type

Then

by

of triples (Ait indi Ai, PmiRQi),

=

the equality
Lemma

i = l, ･･･,^,

satisfying (iv).
(iv)―Kv).

Assume

triples satisfying
that (At,Bi,Qi),

Kti^Va,

(Ai,Bi,Qi),

Kz<fd,

Bi ―>

R

Then

mod

Qi); l<i<y,j

for some

such

vd<,rd, form

infinitely

preserve

that the

X,
Thus

･■･, Xn

of Darametrizing

of

generality

nonisomorphic

parametrizing
there is only

ind^i?

which

of parametrizing
we

can

assume

the set of all triples of our

are

parametrizing

indecomposable

a set of parametrizing

and

from

the union

loss

of the associated

many

associated

indecomposables

these functors.

Without

the image

5 one can construct

phic i?‑modules

familv

(iv).

for which

contains

by Lemma

modi?

that (Ai, Bi, Qi), i = l, ■･ ･,rd, is a finite family
the condition

family
functor

modules.

triples W=(A'it indi A'u

functors

―(S)Qi'■
indi Ai―
A
a finite number
of nonisomor‑
not

in

the image

W＼J{K, indx K, Xj); j―1, ■･ ‑,n} forms

of

one

of

the required

trinles.

The proof of (v)―>(i)is an immediate consequence of Lemma

3 and Remark

1. Therefore the propositionis proved.
Remark

2. Observe

that Corollary 1 gives a possibilityto express the defini‑

tion of representation‑tamness in terms of one parameter
decomposable

algebraic families of in‑

modules (see [121).

2. The main result
The

main result of this paper is the following theorem.

Theorem.

Let R be a locally bounded

category over K.

Then

the following
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equivalences hold:
(i) R is representation‑tame if and only if any finitefull subcategory S of R
is representation‑tame.
(ii) R is representation‑wild if and only if there existsa finitefull subcategory
S of R

which is representation‑wild.

In particular R is either representation‑wild or representation‑tame but not simulta‑
neously.
In order to prove the theorem
Lemma

we

need two lemmas.

6. Let P be a full subcategory of a locally bounded category R.

If R

is representation‑tame then P is so.
Proof.
known

Consider the restriction functor Res: Mod R ―> Mod P.

―>ModR

such that Res°H=idUoap,

given by

AT and object x of R.

vector in P.

will prove that there exists only a finitenumber

We

Now

H(N)(x)=RomP(Res(R(‑,x)),N),

for any P‑module

vectors e = (ex)X￡Ri n R such that e = dim H(N)
N

with dim N=d.

It is enough

of R and a natural number
dim N=d,

supp H(N)

posable P‑module

supp N

with

for some

Then

indecomposable

m such that,for any indecomposable

dim N=d.

of dimension‑
P‑module

the existence of a finitesubcategory S

Observe

such that R(x,a)^0,

coincides with

such that dx^0.

to show

let d=(dy)y￡Pbe a finite dimension‑

is contained in S and dim H(N)^m.

is an object j? supp N
But

It is well‑

[1,13] that Res admits the full and faithful right adjoint functor H: Mod F

Let N

P‑module

N

with

be an indecom‑

that if H(N)(a) is nonzero then there
and

therefore a belongs

the full subcategory D

it is easy to see that S=D

of R formed

to suppiV.

by all objects x

and

m = T>dy‑ dimx R(y, x)

have

the required

properties. Let (KIT],indiK[T＼Qi),

family of parametrizing inde R

for all e as above.

i = l, ･･･,≪,is a finitefamily of parametrizing
lemma

Then

i=l,‑―,n,
(K[T

],indi K[T

be a finite
],Res (Qi)),

triples parametrizing ind^P

and the

is proved.

Lemma

7. Let P be a full subcategory of a locally bounded

category R.

If P

is representation‑wild then R is so.
Proof.

Let F=

― (x) Q : mod K(x, y} ―>･ Mod P be a strict functor satisfying
K<x,V>
the conditions (1) and (2). Then S=suppQ
is a finite full subcategory of P of
wild representation type. Denote

by

/ the ideal in P. generated by all objects of

On
R

the representation type of locally bounded

categories

which do not belong to S, that is, the ideal of all morphisms

of the form f=JthjQj, ^r

some

fsR{a,b), a,b&R,

gjGR(a,cj), hj￡R(cj,b) with c$S.

tient category R/I is equivalent to a finite locally bounded
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Then

the quo‑

category and

the

composition functor L : S ―> Rjl of the canonical embedding

functor S ―

the projection functor

by [6, Proposition 2],

[5, Theorem

R ―

R/I is full and faithful. Then

2], and Lemma

tion‑wild and the lemma
Proof

6, R/I is representation‑wild. Hence

We

(i) Assume

will show

that any finitefull subcategory of R is

that R

is also representation‑tame.

(dx)xeR be an arbitrary finite dimension‑vector in R
category of R

formed by all objects x

mension‑vector

in P

full subcategory

such

that dx=￡Q‑ Let e = (ey)y^pbe the di‑

defined by ey= dy for any yQp.

of Mod R

formed

by all modules

Then

with

by [4, Lemma

each

2] the

support P (resp. with di‑
of ModP

with support P (resp. with dimension‑vector e). Then

(KIT], indi K[T], Qt), i ―l, ･･･,ne, is a finitefamily
metrizing inde P, then

Let d―

and denote by P the full sub‑

mension‑vector d) is equivalent to the full subcategory
modules

R is representa‑

is proved.

of the Theorem,

representation‑tame.

R and

formed

by

P is finiteand if

of parametrizing triples para‑

Qt is a K[T]‑R‑b＼mo6＼AQ and (K[T], vaidnK IT], Qt),

i ―l, ―‑,ne,is a finitefamily of parametrizing

triples parametrizing ind^i?.

opposite implication in (i) follows from

6.

The
ment

Lemma

statement (ii)follows directly from

of the theorem is now

all

an immediate

Lemma

7. Moreover,

consequence

The

the last state‑

of [5, Theorem

2] and [6,

Proposition 2].
Corollary

2. Let R be a locally bounded

sentation‑tame if and only if, for any
parametrized

by a finite family

over R such that Ai=K
left Ai‑modules,

and

category over K.

of parametrizing

or Ai―KIT]^,

Then

R is repre‑

finite dimension‑vector d in R, ind<zR

is

triples(Ai,Bi,Qi), i = l, '―,n&,

Bi = 'md1 Ait Qi are finitely generated free

the associated parametrizing

functors Ft: Bi ―

mod R are

strictand preserve indecomposables.
Proof.
category

R

In [6, Corollary 12] Drozd

proved

that a finite locally bounded

K‑

is representation‑tame if and only if, for any finitedimension‑vector

d in R, indd R is parametrized by a finitefamily of parametrizing triples(Ait Bi} Qi),
i = l, ■･･,sd,over

R

such

that Ai―K

generated free left A‑modules
―

mod R are strict. Then

Lemma

5.

or Ai=K[T]hi,

Bi = ind1Ai, Qi are finitely

and the associated parametrizing functors ―<g)Qi:Bi
the corollary is a consequence

of the Theorem

and
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